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Why a safety
plan?

When you're acutely suicidal, thinking
narrows, and the things that normally act as

protect factors fade away into the
background of pain.  

A safety plan can not only help with planning
how to reach out for help, it's a way to collect
all of the protective elements you can in one
place so that in times of crisis, you can have
thjem readily available to help put a little bit

of extra distance between you and the
suicidal thoughts.
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Reasons for Living

FEARS RELATED TO
LIFE ENDING

PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE

PERSONAL VALUES &
BELIEFS, SPIRITUAL
BELIEFS

RESPONSIBILITIES TO
OTHER PEOPLE, PETS



THINGS YOU STILL HAVE LEFT TO DO IN LIFE
The idea here is to  paint some sort of future for yourself
to prepare for when it feels like there is no future.

Places to go

Experiences to try



THINGS YOU STILL HAVE LEFT TO DO IN LIFE

Animals  to love Cuisines to try

People to help

Anything else?



PEOPLE YOU LOVE

FAMILY FRIENDS

PEOPLE YOU LOOK UP TO OTHERS WHO'VE MADE A
DIFFERENCE IN YOUR LIFE

Motivation to stay alive for others may keep you going longer than
trying to stick around for your sake



PRACTICE
GRATITUDE
Use this as a
reminder of

the good
things in
your life.



People you

know

Others

People in the

MH

community

Public

figures

Historical

figures



POSITIVE MEMORIES

MRS. JEMMA STONE OCTOBER 23, 2020

What positive memories might you want to
remind yourself of when things get difficult?



Inspiring Quotes
"Instead of saying 'I'm damaged, I'm broken, I have trust issues,'
say 'I'm healing, I'm rediscovering myself, I'm starting over.'" –
Horacio Jones



Inspiring Quotes



PEOPLE

THINGS YOU LIKE TO DO

VALUES

MEMORIES



P E O P L E  Y O U  H E L P
When feeling low it's easy to feel like you're worthless and no good

to anyone.  Here's a space to remind yourself of those people
whose lives you touch in a positive way and who depend on you.



What do you like about

yourself?

What are you good at?

What do others like most about you?

T H E  G O O D  I N  Y O U
Chances are you don't always hate yourself the way you do
during a suicidal crisis.  On this page, try to capture those

good things that suicidal thoughts tend to drown out.



CREATE
A

COPING
BOX

A coping box is
packed with

things to
soothe each of

your senses

TOUCH SEE

HEAR TASTESMELL



Coping Tools
Distractions Self-care favourites

What's helped before? Calming activities



Warning signs:
Crisis ahead

EARLY SIGNS

MIDDLE SIGNS

LATE SIGNS



Online crisis chat or peer support

Hospital emergency department

P E O P L E  Y O U  C A N  R E A C H
O U T  T O  

Your treatment team

Crisis team or other extra supports

Crisis line/text



P E O P L E  Y O U  C A N  R E A C H
O U T  T O  -  P E R S O N A L

Your Key Person

Blogging or other communities

Family (biological or otherwise)

SOCIAL MEDIA: Who can you reach out to, and is it better to
do individually rather than en masse?

Friends



Safe Places
If you're feeling unsafe, where could you go

to in order to stay safe?

FAMILY

FRIENDS

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES/HOSPITAL

PUBLIC SPACES



Safe Home
What do you need to to make sure your

home is a safe place?

Are the any pills/weapons around that you shouldn't have access to?
Who can help with this?

Can you be left alone, or does someone need to be with you? How
would you set this up?

Do you need regular check-ins from someone? Can you plan ahead
for this?

Anything else?



Prevention
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.  What

are the important things for you to do to prevent a
suicidal crisis?

Illness treatment Taking care of your body

Taking care of your mind

Meaningful connections Pleasurable activities



INTERVENTION
What can help you push through a suicidal crisis?

What has helped before?

Are there changes in medication or frequency of
therapy that might help?



INTERVENTION

Is there a way for you to stay in the community and
be supported?  Who would need to be involved?

If you do need hospitalization, how would you
like that to happen?

What can help you push through a suicidal crisis?



Ways to decompress

POST-VENTION
What can help you to move forward after a suicidal crisis?

Who do you want to reach out to?

Are changes needed in your treatment plan?

Self-care

Is there anything new you've learned?



Draw upon someone
else 's  love for  you

What love from other people can you 
use as fuel to keep you going?

Love from family (biological or otherwise)

Love from other important people in your life



Words of  compass ion
for yourse l f

What words of kindness or compassion would you offer a loved one
who was suffering?  Is there a way to bring some of that to yourself?
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